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side ; it is an easy slope at an angle of 45°, and measures round one

mile ; on the rim of the first slope are cornfields ; within is a slope

of the same figure as the lower, rising nearly to the same height

;

in a plain on one side is planted a small group of trees ; this spot in

former days was the site of Old Sarum, containing about sixty

acres, unless I am misinformed, without one house on it, now enti-

tled to send two members to parliament. On the lower plain, and

bordering on the slope, stands one house, where dwells a family

supplying the curious who visit there with punch, wine, and tea.

The view under this long range of hills presents a most pleasing

and var legated prospect.

Turning out of the road over the lawn, void of trees, bushes,

stones, and as even as a bowling green, we soon arrived in sight

of the object of our pursuit, Stonehknge : its first appearance re-

sembled a company of men ; in different views it assumed very

different shapes. About a mile from this place, encompassing it

in a circular line, stand many of those bodies of earth called bar-

rows or tumuli, supposed burial places of the Druids ; their form

is globular, fiom nine to twelve feet in height, and from thirty-five

to forty in diameter :—their surfaces smooth, all of the same shape,

and not very different in size. I viewed them well, and remem-

bering that they never could be counted, I nevertheless set about

the task with confidence of success ;—my first enumeration was

eighty, second eighty-two, third and fourth different, so that I was

convinced of the difficulty of the task and gave it up—almost

imagining that the Druid presiding over these sacred ruins puzzles

and coufoundt the minds of all who make the iniquitous attempt.

—

The outside row ofstones is an imperfect oval, eighteen in number;

those uprigb' are about seventeen feet high and about four feet

wide. Eight very large, but not of so great length, lying flat-

wise on tl; tops of the outside row—nine on the tops of those

within ; fourteen small uprights stand within, in different direc-

tions or lines ; twenty-eight, perhaps more, lying o it of the

ground—two Ij' !g in the gi'i \d,that look as if in their natural

bed. Two columns of the largest size and of an uneven surface

stand upright; in one of *' cse nc;u- the end, is a small hoU iw,

the size and shape of what Don Quixote ook for Mambrino's hel-

met. In the other near the ground, is a small hollow rf the size
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